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MONDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1910.

We are most fortunate in having a great place and a comprehensive at the Union. The smaller rooms, the ones of the same sort as many meetings, while the larger rooms accommodate the more prominent gatherings. The arrangement of the rooms, however, is necessarily unfortunate in one respect, namely, the exit from the smaller rooms must be through the main room. Students should do their best to minimize the inconvenience of this arrangement, and when leaving the smaller rooms take care not to disturb a meeting which may be in session in the main room. Last Saturday evening the Democratic rally was disturbed by noisily passing between the smaller rooms and the hall. Care should be taken not to annoy others in this respect.

THE HORNET'S NEST.

"Ah, me proud and haughty beauty, what readest thou now?" asked Billiken as he walked into the hornet's nest from one of those cheerful three-hour sessions in Bridge Design, and threw his structure notes and Cambridge as he walked into the hornet's nest from one of those cheerful three-hour sessions in Bridge Design, and threw his structure notes and Cambridge.

"Not exactly, Billiken, but tell me what are the Hexagon Club, and the Talker Club, and the Brutish Vampire Association, and the Pencilmania Talker Club, and the Brutish Vampire Association, and the Pencilmania

I think there is something about the structure notes and Cambridge that Billiken found so distasteful.

"Fair one," responded Dick from the other side of the table. "I was merely pondering over a perplexing question.

"And was it worry as to whether the pretty bubble-gum is really bubble-gum that troubled you?" asked the new arrival.
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